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Abstract

In this paper, the finite element method is applied for analyzing 4 types of lightning rods in order to

select the optimal lightning rod configuration. First, software is used to calculate the 2D protective coverage

of different lighting rods, and 4 kinds of typical lightning rods are simulated in different conditions. The

analyzed results are then applied for the selection of the optimal lighting rod and the frame of the lighting

rod. The analyzed results would be useful for electrical engineers to design lightning rods that offer the most

effective lighting protection; the simulated results are also useful for the optimal location selection of lightning

rods.
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1. Introduction

Due to rapid economic growth, buildings nowadays are built much higher than before. However, the higher the
buildings, the more chances they have of being struck by lightning. Another factor causing lightning strikes to
happening much more frequently in Taiwan might be the increasing numbers of electric towers and transformer
stations built to meet the fast-growing electricity demands from technology industries [1-2]. With more large
buildings and power plants exposed to the atmosphere, lightning strikes would happen much more regularly
than before and cause more severe fires, injuries, deaths, or enormous property losses [3-4].

Although Taiwan is well known for its achievements in inventing high-tech products, studies and research
related to lightning rods are quite few and weak, and most of the present lighting rod devices are still imported
from abroad. To improve the current situation, experiments were conducted on different lightning rods to find
valuable research results that would benefit Taiwanese scientists in inventing Taiwan-based lightning rods. With
the lighting rod adapted to the living environment of Taiwan, the heavy dependencies on imported lighting rod
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devices, as well as the device maintenance fees, could then be reduced; a great step forward in the Taiwanese
high-tech engineering field would also be achieved [5-7].

When the conventional lightning rod functions, the ground potential is raised and the extremely high
voltage generated from it can cause harm to electric appliances. In addition, when installing the ground device,
the electric resistance has to be set and maintained at certain values in accordance with the laws. In order to
improve the disadvantages that a conventional lightning rod has, in this study, experiments were conducted to
analyze the differences between the Franklin rod and 3 other modern lighting rods in the simulation system
to investigate their effectiveness. With the findings, a remolded and well-performing lightning rod was then
designed and recommended. Moreover, it could be expected that this research would benefit people’s living
standards as well as domestic research in terms of improving and developing an advanced lightening rod [8-10].

2. Predischarge lightning rod discharge theory

Based on electromagnetic theory, it could be recognized that in order to satisfy the electrostatic field, the
differentiation formula and integration formula could be applied to state the problems occurring from it and
then solve them with relevant boundary conditions. Generally, the process of solving electromagnetic engineering
problems is much more complicated; thus, numerical analysis would be the appropriate method for figuring out
solutions. Among so many numerical analysis methods, the finite element method is the most effective and
widely applied one [11-13].

Since lighting strokes occur as thunderclouds discharge down to the earth, it is then vital to calculate
the electric field around the thunderclouds and the changes that happen. When the ground potential is lower
than the air potential, in fine weather, the electric field on the ground would then be a positive one with a value
around 100 V/m .

From the method of imaging [14], it is known that the earth’s surface (ground) is a conducting plane of
infinite extent and depth. Therefore, if we are given a point charge Q at a distance H above the ground, we can
obtain the imaginary charge –Q at the same distance away on the other side of the ground (as shown in Figure

1). This electric field can be described as follows:

Etot =
2QH

4πε0 (H2 + D2)
3/2

. (1)
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Figure 1. The strength of point charges in the sky to the strength of the ground electric field.
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As can be seen above, D is the horizontal distance between the observation site and the charges. The
electric field is a positive and vertically downward one, and the electric dipole moment is M = 2 QH. In the
model of the electric dipole moment, when the upper part of a cloud contains a positive charge (Qp) at height

Hp and the bottom part has a negative charge (QN ) at height HN , then the electric field would be:

E =
2

4πε0

⎡
⎣ QP HP

(H2
P + D2)

3/2
− QNHN

(H2
N + D2)

3/2

⎤
⎦ . (2)

When the observation site is far from the thunderclouds, the electric field would be a positive one; however,
when the site is close to the thunderclouds, the electric field would then appear to be negative. The negative
lightning emitted from the clouds to the ground will decrease the negative charges inside a cloud by the amount
of ΔQN and result in changes of the value of the ground electric field greater than zero.

ΔENG =
2

4πε0

ΔQNHN

(H2
N + D2)

3/2
(3)

When the lightning stroke causes positive charges inside the thunderclouds, decreasing the value of ΔQp , the
variation of the ground electric field would be less than zero.

ΔENG =
2

4πε0

ΔQNHN

(H2
N + D2)

3/2
(4)

When lightning happens only within the thunderclouds, the deceasing quantity of the positive charge would be
equal to that of the negative charges, and its electric field would be presented as follows:

ΔENP =
2ΔQ

4πε0

⎡
⎣ HP

(H2
P + D2)

3/2
− HN

(H2
N + D2)

3/2

⎤
⎦ . (5)

When the D value is small, then ΔEPN > 0; conversely, when the D value is large, then ΔEPN < 0. As
the distance between the observation site and the thunderclouds is much greater than distance Hp , ΔEPN <

0. Based on these findings, it could be assumed that among all lightning that happens, 40% is generated from
clouds and then emitted downward to the earth, and among that lightning, 90% is negative.
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Figure 2. The strength of leader charges in the sky to the strength of the ground electric field.
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To calculate the electric field in the leader process, it is suggested to assume that the leader is a vertical
line filled with electricity. In the ideal condition, its electric charges are spread evenly or are in a cylindrical
symmetry, as shown in Figure 2. Its electric field would be:

Etot =
2ρ

4πε0

⎡
⎣ 1

(D2 + h2)
3/2

− 1

(D2 + H2)
3/2

⎤
⎦ (6)

Assuming that the length of the leader is p and the quantity of charges decreasing in the thunderclouds is Q ,
then the change of the electric field would be:

ΔES = − 2ρ�H

4πε0 (H2 + D2)
3/2

(7)

Based on the above, it could be expected that the electric field of a downward leader would be:

ΔE =
2ρ

4πε0D
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)3/2
− 1

(
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(
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D2

)3/2

⎤
⎥⎦ (8)

In terms of calculating the electric field around the lightning rod, only the ring charge would appear at a
different Z-standard; point charges and charges (x t , y t , zt) would stay at the top of the lightning rod, as shown
in Figure 3. If Nz is present as part of the charges existing in the clouds and the lightning rod, then the total
number of unknown charges inside the lightning rod would be (Nz× M) + 1.
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Figure 3. Simulated distributions of the downward negative charges and distribution of charges in the lightning rod.

3. Operation and components of a discharge lightning rod

The circuit system of a discharge lightning rod is composed of an autostarting and high-voltage emitting device,
a power module, an operating system, an insulation system, and a vertical gliding dual instantaneous discharge
device. The structure of a real discharge lightning rod is seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Components of a discharge lightning rod.

1) Auto starting and high-voltage pulse emitting device

This device comprises 3 systems (atmospheric electricity capacitor, starting system, and lightning flow

grounding system), and their electrons are protected by the other 2 instantaneous discharge systems and
insulation materials.

2) The energy module and the operating system are composed of the following devices.

1. High-voltage pulse discharge device: Energy from the potential gradient between the thunderclouds and
the ground would pass through the inductance amplifier and be stored by the buffer register. This allows
high-voltage pulses to ionize air instantaneously. As a result, the intensity of the electric field around the
lightning rod would be increase, which would benefit increasing the altitude of the lightning discharge
(performed by an erected conventional lightning rod).

2. Capacitance transmitter: The interval between the shell of the lightning rod and the grounding central
axis forms a capacitor. Once the thunder leader is generated, this capacitor would be filled with charges
containing the same voltage as the shell of the lightning rod and the grounding central axis, and it serves
as a communication medium to prevent neutralization among the positive charges from the lightning rod
and negative charges. This allows the negative charges to discharge adequately and not pass through the
energy module. To be precise, if negative charges pass through the lightning rod and travel to the ground,
they would do harm to the energy module. Once all charges are released, the operation of the medium
would return to normal and the lightning rod would be ready for its next task.

3. Insulation system: The insulation system of a lightning rod could endure harm caused by bad weather
such as heavy rains, snow, winds, or thunderclouds. Moreover, the second insulation layer could prevent
the lighting rod from being corroded by acid or alkaline substances.

4. Simulating electric fields of different kinds of lightning rods

4.1. Analysis of patterns of different lightning rods

In this section, 4 types of lightning rods were input into a software-simulated 2D electric field to detect protective
coverage and select the most effective lightning rod. Emission of positive charges from a lightning rod would
happen only when the electric field surrounding it has a value greater than 50 kV/m; thus, in this 2D system,
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the electric field of the lightening rods was set as 200 kV and the charges at the bottoms of the clouds were
set as negative ones. In addition, the width of the building was set as 920 cm, with a height of 5000 cm and a
distance between the top of the lightning rod and the ground of 5070 cm. As presented in Figures 5-8, it could
then be understood how the different types of lightning rods performed in the simulated 2D electric field.

Figure 5. Lightning rod 1 in 2D simulation. Figure 6. Lightning rod 2 in 2D simulation.

Figure 7. Lightning rod 3 in 2D simulation. Figure 8. Lightning rod 4 in 2D simulation.

The static electric field was applied to analyze the neutralization altitude, the electric field inside the
building, and the influenced areas of these 4 lightning rods. The neutralization altitude was measured from
the top of the lightning rod up to the electric field, where it was zero. The higher the neutralization altitude
is, the larger a protecting angle is. In terms of the electric field inside a building, the width of the building
was identified as an abscissa, from 0 to 920. The influenced area of a lightning rod was also assumed to be
an abscissa, from –1000 to 2000. The smaller the influenced area is, the less damage there is to the protected
objects; Figure 9 reveals that lightning rod 3 created the smallest influenced area. In terms of the neutralization
altitude, the higher the neutralization altitude is, the less lightning would damage the protected building; from
Figure 9, it can be seen that lightning rod 1 performed best.

4.2. Different radii of the lightning rod disk

In this section, the radii of the disk of lightning rod 4 were designed in different lengths, 7, 8.45, 9, and 10
cm, to analyze their effects on the neutralization altitude and influenced area. As seen in Figure 10, when the
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radius was 7 cm, the influenced area was the smallest; when the radius was 10 cm, the neutralization altitude
then appeared to be the highest. The larger a disk radius is, the higher the achieved neutralization altitude,
and vice versa.
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Figure 9. Lightning rods shown in 2D simulation. Figure 10. Simulated performances of lightning rod 4

with disks of different radii.

4.3. Different radii of lightning rod terminal

In this section, the radii of the terminal of lightning rod 4 were designed at different lengths, 0.875, 1, 2, and 3
cm, to analyze its effects on the neutralization altitude and influenced area. From Figure 11, it can be seen that
when the radius was 0.875, the influenced area was the smallest; when the radius was 3 cm, the neutralization
altitude was the highest. As a result, it could be concluded that the larger a terminal radius is, the higher the
neutralization altitude is, and vice versa.

Performances of the lightning rod with different terminals
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Figure 11. Performances of lightning rod 4 with terminals presented in different radii.

4.4. Synthetic analysis of different lightening rods

Based on the findings above, it was discovered that when the disk radius of a lightning rod is around 8-9 cm
and the terminal radius is 1-2 cm, the best performance of a lightning rod can be expected. This finding
was generalized from 2 prospects: the highest neutralization altitudes (when the disk radius is 8.5 cm and the

terminal radius is 1.7 cm, as shown as Figure 12) and the smallest influence area (when the disk radius is 8 cm

and the terminal radius is 1.8 cm, as displayed in Figure 13).
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Figure 12. Synthetic comparisons of the neutralization

altitudes achieved by different lightning rods.

Figure 13. Synthetic comparisons of the influenced areas

achieved by different lightning rods.

Based on the data in Figure 14, it can then be seen that the lightning rod with a disk radius of 8.5 cm
and a terminal radius of 1.7 cm was the best performing lightning rod.
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Figure 14. Synthetic comparison of efficiency of different lightning rods.

5. Conclusions

According to the analyzed results above, several conclusions were made and can be stated as follows.

1. Lightning rod 3 had the smallest influenced area and lighting rod 1 reached the highest neutralization
altitude. The higher the neutralization altitude, the less damage to the protected buildings.

2. The optimal disk radius for lightning rod 4 was 7 cm, because its influenced area was the smallest one;
however, as the disk radius of lightning rod 4 reached 10 cm, the highest neutralization altitude was
achieved. In terms of the terminal radius, when the radius was 0.875 cm, the influenced area was the
smallest one; however, when the radius was 3 cm, the highest neutralization altitude could be expected.
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3. It is suggested that a lightning rod with a disk radius of 8.5 cm and a terminal radius of 1.7 cm would
generate the best performance. Among the 4 studied types of lightning rods, lightning rod 1 required
fewer materials and lower costs.
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